Gesture: Visible Action as Utterance

Gesture, or visible bodily action that is seen as intimately involved in the activity of speaking, has long fascinated scholars and laymen alike. Written by a leading authority on the subject, this long-awaited study provides a comprehensive treatment of gesture and its use in interaction, drawing on the analysis of everyday conversations to demonstrate its varied role in the construction of utterances. Adam Kendon accompanies his analyses with an extended discussion of the history of the study of gesture – a topic little dealt with in previous publications – as well as exploring the relationship between gesture and sign language, and how the use of gesture varies according to cultural and language differences. Set to become the definitive account of the topic, Gesture will be invaluable to all those interested in human communication. Its publication marks a major development, both in semiotics and in the emerging field of gesture studies.

ADAM KENDON, internationally known for his work on gesture and communication conduct, has been a guest at the Institute for Research in Cognitive Science, University of Pennsylvania since 2000 and has been associated with the University of Naples ‘Orientale’ and the University of Calabria since 1996. His previous books include Sign Languages of Aboriginal Australia (Cambridge University Press 1988), Conducting Interaction (Cambridge University Press 1990), and Gesture in Naples and Gesture in Classical Antiquity (2000), a translation of a nineteenth-century treatise on Neapolitan gesture. He has published over ninety papers in journals and scholarly collections and is an editor of the journal Gesture.
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This book has been ‘in progress’ for a number of years. The encouragement, help, and critical comments on its earlier drafts or on selected chapters from it by many different people over these years have been of great importance and value to me. Mandana Seyfriedinipur convinced me, at an early stage, that I really must write this book, and she has never ceased in her insistence on this and in her support and encouragement. I am very grateful to Mark Liberman at the University of Pennsylvania Linguistics Department for making it possible for me to teach a seminar on gesture in that Department. This provided me with an important incentive to actually put some of the chapters down on paper and I am grateful to the participants in that seminar who read these chapters and commented on them. I am also indebted to Daniele Gambarara who was instrumental in making it possible for me to be a Visiting Professor at the University of Calabria, as well as at the ‘Orientale’ in Naples, where I have been able to teach courses drawn from this book and the examples it contains. The presentation of much of the material found in this book in these seminars and lectures, as well as in seminars in San Marino, Odense, Berlin, and elsewhere, has helped to clarify my thinking. The critical comments of those who participated in these occasions have been most valuable.

Cornelia Müller of the Free University of Berlin has given me constant support and encouragement and read with great care a number of chapters in their earlier versions and I have benefited much from her comments and criticisms. Early drafts of some of these chapters were read by students in her courses at the Free University and their comments have also been helpful. Jurgen Streeck, of the University of Texas at Austin, also made use of many chapters in their earlier versions in one of his courses, and the comments of his students, as well as his own comments, especially in relation to Chapters 12 and 13, have been most useful. Federico Rossano of Bologna also read several chapters at an early stage and made comments of value and interest. Ulrike Bohle of the Free University of Berlin read with great care an earlier draft of the entire book and drew my attention to numerous inconsistencies of expression and presentation. Eve Sweetser of the University of California read most of the manuscript and offered useful suggestions and much encouragement. Marianne Gullberg of the Max Planck Institute for Psycholinguistics in Nijmegen also read an earlier draft of the entire book and she provided me with many very valuable criticisms and suggestions. I am grateful to Sherman Wilcox for his
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comments on Chapters 14 and 15. Nevertheless, thankful though I am to all of these people, I have not always followed their excellent suggestions, and I alone am responsible for what appears in this book.

All the line drawings used in Chapters 7–13 and Chapter 15 have been drawn directly from images extracted from the video recordings used as sources for the examples described and analysed in this book. It seems to me that such drawings are generally preferable to ‘frame grabs’. Not only can one show, in the drawing, just the details that are pertinent for the exposition, but the problem of publishing photographs of people who might wish to remain anonymous is completely avoided. Karin Becker of Berlin kindly undertook to do the drawings used in Figures 8.11, 9.2, 9.3, 9.4, 9.5, 10.2, 10.3, 10.4, 10.11, 10.12, 10.15, 10.17, 10.18, 12.3 and 13.2. All the other drawings are by myself.

A few illustrations have been borrowed from other publications. Figure 3.1 is from a copy of John Bulwer’s Chirologia . . . Chironomia (1644) in Princeton University Library, Figure 3.2 is taken from a copy of The Art of Painting by Gerard De Laisses (1768) owned by Bryn Mawr College, Figure 3.3 is from a copy of Charles Lebrun’s A Method to Learn to Design the Passions owned by the Library of the University of Michigan. I am grateful to each of these institutions for making reproductions of these pictures available and for permitting me to use them here. Figure 4.1, and Figures 10.1 and 12.1 are reproduced from a copy of a first edition of Andrea de Jorio’s La mimica degli antichi investigata nel gestire napoletano (1832) that is in my own library. Figure 14.1 is reproduced from The International Dictionary of Gestures by Tom Brun. Every effort has been made to contact the copyright holder of this publication, but without success. The picture is used here with apologies and we hope that in a future edition we will be able to officially thank the copyright holder for permission to use this image. Figure 15.1 is used with the kind permission of Marianne Gullberg, Figure 15.2 is used with permission from MIT Press, Figure 15.4 is used with the permission of Walter De Gruyter of Berlin and Figure 15.5 is used with permission from Lawrence Erlbaum and Karen Emmorey. Figure 16.2 is used with the permission of Heather Brookes and of John Benjamins of Amsterdam. Figures 13.1 and 16.1 are taken from David Efron’s Gesture, Race and Culture published in 1972 by Mouton of The Hague. According to Walter De Gruyter, the owner of Mouton’s publications, the status of the copyright for this material cannot be verified. These pictures are used here with apologies and it is hoped that we can give proper thanks to the copyright holder when this has been found. Chapter 11 is partly based upon material previously published in Kendon and Versante (2003), and many of the drawings in this chapter have also appeared previously in that publication. I thank Lawrence Erlbaum for permission to re-use this material here.
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